1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The D-001R is a line input plug-in module designed for use with the 9000 Series amplifiers. It has 2-channel unbalanced inputs of RCA jacks. The D-001R can process effect for TONE/EQ/COMPRESSOR to 2 inputs independently.

2. NOTE ON USE
No setting items related to the D-001R are included in both the firmware and PC software for the 9000 Series amplifiers. Therefore, set it as D-001T noting the following point. The D-001R cannot supply the phantom power even when its phantom power is set to "ON" at the 9000 series amplifier or using the dedicated PC software. The input impedance varies depending on the phantom power ON/OFF setting; it is 10 kΩ when the phantom power is OFF and 3 kΩ when ON.